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Heartfelt thankss to you all my dear colleagues !
It is great time to look backward.. This is an unforgettable year 2017. Together we have attained some
milestones both in personal development and in the college concern.
In institutional level, we have achieved an important status to our college namely Status of 12(b) and
2(f) for our college. Itt is a great tool that we can use it for our development and welfare of the students.
Also, there
here is a significant improvement in overall publication of research papers and project
proposals.
Achieved another greater height is Stand India competition. 13
1 Proposals have been selected and got
appreciation letter from the AICTE and in the Design Contest 4 Proposals have been selected for the
2nd round.. Students are doing their best with your timely guidance and about 15 proposal are to be send
to Hackathan’ 2018, which given a greater satisfaction. Also we got;




Best NSS Unit Award
Best CSI Chapter award and PO office
officer award
6 University Ranks

These may look very small but these are the steps to achieve big things in the future. Apart from
achievements, the infrastructure developments
develo
are;






Installed projector almost every class rooms
100 Mpbs leased line internet connection
30 workstation, the high end computers,
Also in the safety measure, compound wall was constr
constructed and
significantly nearly 1000 samples were planted all around the campus.

So, this year we have achieved something compare to previous years.
In the year 2018, we have some assignment to look forward to get accreditation from NBA and NAAC.
With a meager marks difference we have lost the NBA accreditation. But, we should find the areas
where we lost the required marks and those areas should be vanished and again we should face the
committee with hands together to get the courses and college to be accreditated by NBA and NAAC
respectively. Also, we should concentrate on the Placements
Placements, which is the weaker area of our college.
Also, nearly 28 staff members are doing their Ph.D., some of them are completed the minimum
min
duration
of the course. They should have take oath to complete their Ph.D., in the year 2018. Others should
march towards the same.
As we are going to celebrate Silver Jublee Year of our college
c
in the year 2019, we have to attain the
above said level and for the same your suggestions and ideas are highly welcomed.
So, with this accomplishments and future plans, I wish all my dear colleagues and your dear and near
ones a happy and prosperous New Year 2018.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Dr. P. Natarajan

